This paper studies the problem of linear quadratic (LQ) 
Introduction
Traditional feedback control system closed via a shared band limited digital communication network, which connect sensor nodes, actuator nodes and controller nodes together, is called networked control system (NCS). Due to the advantages of flexible operation, low cost, reduced power requirements, simple maintenance and high reliability, NCSs have attracted considerable amount of attention in the past decades. Many researchers have studied stability criteria or stabilizing controller for NCSs to solve network induced issues of random time delays and packet dropouts caused by limited communication capability [1] [2] [3] [4] . Various control theories and methodologies have been applied to treat the network induced destabilizing factors based on different types of network behaviors and configurations. In [5] [6] [7] [8] , the random delays or packet dropouts are modeled as a linear function of the stochastic variable and stabilizing feedback controller is designed. In [9] [10], the random varying time delays are regarded as system uncertain parameters in system state equations and robust controllers are designed based on robust control theory. In [11] [12] , predictive network controllers are designed based on current and historical information to compensate long delays and continuous dropouts of networked control system. In [13] [14] , the fuzzy logic modulation methodology is combined with the traditional modulated PI controllers for an NCS to compensate the network delay effects. However, the works listed above mainly focus on stability analysis and system stabilization. Little progress has been made towards output tracking problem for NCSs.
Output tracking control has wide applications in mechanical Systems [15] , robot control [16] , flight and spacecraft systems [17] , etc. The main objective of output tracking control is to make the output of the plant, via a controller, track the output of a given reference model as close as possible [18] . Tracking control problem is widely considered more difficult than stabilization, especially brings additional challenges when network is induced in closed loop control system. Uncertain delays and packet dropout should be effectively handled by controllers to ensure system tracking performance. To this date, only a few works research on output tracking control over Networked control system. However, tracking control of time delays system has been an active research field. In [19] , the author considers that the problem of robust tracking for a class of linear systems with time varying uncertain parameters and disturbance is studied. In [20] , this paper is concerned with the H-infinity output tracking control for linear neutral systems with time-varying delay and a delay-dependent sufficient condition is established to guarantee that the output of the neutral systems tracks the output of a given reference model well in the H(infinite) sense. In [21] the near-optimal tracking control problem for discrete-time systems with delayed input is studied and the system with delayed input is transformed into a nondelayed system by a variable transformation to obtain the optimal tracking control law.
In this paper, we focus on tracking control problems for networked control systems with random varying time delays and packet dropouts based on linear quadratic optimal control approach. The linear quadratic (LQ) optimal control approach is a well-known fundamental approach in optimal control theory. For several decades, numerous research articles on such LQ problems have been published [22] [23] [24] . To the author's knowledge, there were almost no existing results for LQ tracking control over networked control system. The aim of the paper is to find a control law which makes the output of system with input delays and packet dropouts track the reference input while the given quadratic performance index achieve minimum. For this purpose, an active time-varying sampling method [25] is proposed to make sure time delay always less than one sampling period that simplify the modeling of NCS. A method based on the Artstein model reduction [26] is extended to reduce the networked control system free of delay and the quadratic performance index of the optimal tracking control is transformed into a general non-delayed format. In addition, a "gridding" approach [27] is introduced to ensure the realization of optimal tracking control law of the original system by solving a Riccati matrix equation from an offline database.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, optimal tracking problem for NCS is formulated and NCS model based on active time-varying sampling method is formulated. In section 3, the transformations of the system and the performance index are given. In Section 4, the optimal tracking controller is designed based on the optimal control theory and the realization problem of control law is solved. Simulations and results are present in section 5 and conclusions are given in section 6.
Notation: The notation used throughout the paper is standard.
T A represents the transpose of matrix A, the notation P>0(P<0) means that P is positive definite (negative definite), I and 0 represent identity matrices and zero matrices with appropriate dimensions, respectively.
Problem description
Consider a linear time-invariant plant described by ( ) ( 
where ( ) r y t has the same dimension as ( ) y t , ( ) r r x t   is the reference state. F and H are constant matrices of appropriate dimensions. It is assumed that F is Hurwitz and ( ) r x t is measurable to be used for control signal.
The quadratic performance index of the optimal tracking control is described by:
J e t Se t e t Qe t u t Ru t dt
where Q and R are positive definite matrices of appropriate dimensions, e(t) is the output error given by
The main objective of this paper is to find a network controller * ( ) u  that makes system output ( ) y t tracks the reference signal while the performance index obtains the minimum value
To design a tracking controller for NCS, time delay and packet dropout should be taken into account. If constant sampling period is adopted, time delays can be less or greater than one sampling period which will make NCS modeling more complicated and dimension disaster or high computational cost will arise if using augmentation method.
So, in the following, , the sampling period will be set time varying to make sure time delay is less than one sampling period. In order to achieve this goal, sensor is assumed both time-driven and eventdriven. Actuator and controller are event-driven. Suppose time axis is partitioned into equidistant small intervals and the length of each interval is l . Define k t as the kth updating instant of actuator, and assume that total transmission delay from sensor to actuator of the updating signal at the instant k t is k  .
Then the next sampling instant can be selected as
where s k is the kth sampling instant, T max is the allowable biggest sampling interval we predefined (T max =lD, N is a positive integer), n is a positive integer and 0<n<D. . s is less than max T , the actuator will be updated by the signal and the sensor will be driven to do the next sampling, which is called an effective sampling instant because the signal at this sampling instant is successfully transmitted from sensor to actuator, such as 1 s and 2 s marked in Figure  1 . If the signal sampled at time k s has not arrived before the maximal allowable updating time max k s T  , which means the total transmission delay is out of max T , the signal will be discarded and the sensor will adopt time-driven mode, such as 3 s marked in Figure 1 . If packet dropout happened to the sampled signal, which can be seen as a long delay packet, the time-driven mode will be adopted by sensor to do the next sampling, such as 6 s marked in Figure 1 . Let us denote the effective sampling instant as k i and assume 1 2 3 { , , , } I i i i   , which have been marked in Figure 1 ; correspondingly, updating instants are denoted as 1 2 3 { , , , } S t t t   . Between two updating instants, actuator operates in a zero order hold (ZOH) fashion, meaning that the value of control signal remains constant during the interval
with t k+1 being the next updating instant of the ZOH after t k. Based on the selection principle of sampling instant proposed above, the time delay between sensor and actuator is ensured to be less than one sampling interval. Suppose k h as the length of interval between two successive effective sampling instants k i and 1 k i  , thus, the discrete time representation of (1)can be described as follows
where ( )
Correspondingly, the discrete time representation of system (2) is as follows:
Therefore, the formulated NCS model is a time-varying discrete system and the quadratic performance index of the optimal tracking control over this variable sampling networked control system is described by
Where ( )  and 1  depend on real-time variable time delay and packet dropout, therefore, for traditional quadratics performance index, there does not exist a realizable optimal control law. In order to design the optimal tracking control law, we will make some transformations that the system with random varying time delay and packet dropout is transformed into a non-delayed system. And the optimal tracking problem for NCS is transformed into a general optimal tracking problem for non-delayed discrete system.
Transformation of system
To deal with the input delay, we propose the following reduction inspired by the thoughts of Artstein model reduction, which enables us to transform the NCS with time delays into an equivalent control system without delays. The optimization problem can be dealt with by addressing the reduced systems with ordinary optimization control theory. Let
System (8) can be transformed into
where ( ) n x k    is the state vector of the non-delay system and 0 1 1
( 1) ( (
Then the tracking error (11) and performance index (10) can be written as the following:
Remark 1: It is important to note that k in (13) and (15) refers to the effective sampling instant k i . Only packets sampled at that instant successfully transmits from sensor to actuator. Since time varying sampling principle is adopted based on (6), ZOH will be updated only once between two effective sampling instants by control signal. Thus, during any sampling interval, only two control signals can act on the plant:
Remark 2:
It can be seen that based on the proposed reduction method, the tracking problem for networked control system with random varying time delay and packet dropout is transformed into the equivalent general optimal regulation problem for non-delayed system. Our objective is to design an optimal controller * ( ) u  for discrete systems given by(9), (13) with respect to the quadratic performance index(16) that makes system output y track the reference input r y while the performance index obtains the minimum value.
Design of optimal tracking control law
Theorem 1: Consider the optimal tracking control problem for Networked control system given by (8) (9) with respect to quadratic performance index(10), the optimal control law uniquely exists and can be formulated as
where
and ( ), ( 1) P k g k  are the unique positive definite solution of the Riccati matrix equations
with boundary conditions
Proof: Based on LQ optimal control theory, we form the Hamilton function:
As the necessary conditions for ( ) u k to be an optimal control, the state and costate should satisfy
From which we have
And the optimal controller can be obtained as follows:
In order to decouple the TPBV problem in (23), we make the following transformation
where n g   is an adjoint vector to be solved, substituting (25) into (24), optimal control law (24) can be described as
where ( ) ( ) ( ) ( 1) ( )
Substituting (25), (26) into (23), compare the coefficient of the obtained function, we have
and the adjoint vector equations
Then substituting (12) into (26), we can get the optimal control law for Networked control system given by (8)(9) with respect to quadratic performance index(10)
where ( ), ( ) P k g k are obtained from (27) and (28) . This is the end of proof. In order to get the optimal tracking control law(17) for networked control system(8), we should first obtain the solutions of the Riccati matrix equations (19) by inverse iteration method. Note that every iteration is related to system and input matrixes
, which should be known as a priori. In system (8) , values of
are decided by randomly variable time delays and packet dropout, which are not known a priori but are available in real time. Thus, theoretically, the optimal tracking control law (17) is not realizable. To solve this problem, an offline database of Riccati matrix equations based on "gridding" approach is established. The optimal tracking control law (17) will select the right solutions of Riccati matrix equations (19) by matching the corresponding time delays and packet dropouts in Riccati matrix equations database.
Define k d as the number of dropped packet between two successive effective updating instants k i and 1 k i  , then we can get 1 1 
T Dl 
) and the length of interval between two successive effective updating instants k h can be written into:
In this way, system and input matrixes 
N . When the networked tracking control system runs, the optimal tracking controller selects the right P serial from database based on the real-time obtained time delays and packet dropouts.
Note that the optimal tracking control law(17) contains
that means we should make one step prediction to system matrix  and input matrix 1  . From (8), we know that system matrix  and input matrix 1  are decided by randomly variable time delays and packet dropout, which can be predicted by several methods such as Average Delays Window (ADW), AR model, Markov chain and Elman neural network. For simplicity, in this paper we adopt ADW method to do one-step delay and packet dropout prediction in the following form 
Conclusions
In this paper, the LQ optimal tracking problem of networked control system with time delays and packet dropouts has been investigated. An active time varying sampling period strategy is proposed to make sure the time delay between sensor and actuator is less than one sampling interval, which simplifies the modeling of networked tracking control system. The model transformation based on Artstein model reduction has been done such that the optimal tracking control problem for this input delayed networked control system is transformed into a general non-delayed tracking control problem. A "gridding approach" is introduced to establish an offline Riccati matrix equations database and Average Delays Window method is proposed to do the one-step time delay prediction, which guarantees the realization of optimal output feedback control law obtained by the solution of Riccati matrix equations. Numerical example illustrates the effectiveness of the designed NCS tracking control law.
